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Introduction 1
There is no need to reaffirm the importance of Shem Tov Ibn Falaquera’s 
writings as a necessary reference for history and philology of medieval Arabic 
and Hebrew philosophical texts and doctrines. Citations, abridgements, paraphrases 
and commentaries from a rich corpus of medieval Arabic and Hebrew books 
make Ibn Falaquera not only a primary source—as an important translator, even 
if he never translated any entire book, but also, as a result, a major interpreter 
and teacher of philosophy of late antiquity and the Middle Age. Ibn Falaquera 
must be included among the translators of Maimonides’ Guide of the Perplexed: 
his commentary on the Guide, Moreh ha-Moreh (Guide to the Guide), which 
includes his translation of many passages of the Guide, is the principal source for 
1. I would like to thank the editors and the reviewers for their remarks and efforts to improve 
the paper; I am grateful to Professor Steven Harvey who accepted to read the paper, for his 
helpful comments and suggestions.
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the dossier (Ibn Falaquera commented on 47 of the 178 chapters of the Guide). 2 
It is an indispensable philological evidence for studying Maimonides’ work. 
Analysis of Ibn Falaquera’s translation would be critically important for any 
future comparative edition of the Guide’s Hebrew translations.
However, when considering Ibn Falaquera as a translator of the Guide of the 
Perplexed, taking into account his writings as mere textual indirect evidence of 
Maimonides’ text, this does not complete the investigation on this topic and allows 
but a partial understanding of his activity as a translator. A significant element 
to focus on, through the analysis of his translations, is Ibn Falaquera’s attitude 
towards the Guide, among his sources, by contextualizing it within the general 
purpose and the doctrinal perspective that distinguish his production. In order to 
point out distinct approaches in the use and in references to Maimonides’ work, 
one shall then take into consideration Ibn Falaquera’s production as a whole, 
and not only the Moreh ha-Moreh. Quotations from the Guide occurring in all 
Ibn Falaquera’s writings are indeed the crucial items to take into account in order 
to examine which passages he selected and translated, in which kind of texts the 
quotations are found and in which period of his production, and finally, which 
are his aims and methodological assumptions, while rendering, interpreting 
and teaching the Master’s great book. Concerning in particular the Moreh 
ha-Moreh, its quotations will not be the subject of a systematic textual comparison 
here, but its use will be limited to a few examples supporting the specific purpose 
of this paper and the remarks that it suggests.
Ibn Falaquera’s works can be roughly classified in three groups: educational 
treatises, commentaries and apologetic writings. Hence, I will take into 
consideration three types of textual objects, that is texts ascribable to these 
three distinguishable groups. Chronological perspective, combined to the 
literary one, will be the filter to analyze Ibn Falaquera’s quotations from the Guide 
and to interpret the value of these textual evidence.
2. I refer to the synopsis of the chapters of the Guide commented in Moreh ha-Moreh, 
and of the cross-references within the Moreh ha-Moreh, to specific points and arguments 
discussed in different chapters of the Guide in Jospe, 1988, pp. 64-66. The precise 
correspondence of chapters and lines can be followed in the second apparatus of the 
critical edition in Ibn Falaquera, 2001.
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The Guide in early works
Let us consider Ibn Falaquera’s early introductory philosophical works. 3 These 
writings can be described as the rich product of a pedagogical program that aims 
at attracting a wide audience to philosophy and providing those who search for 
wisdom with the requisite scientific tools. These works reveal Ibn Falaquera’s great 
erudition and command of texts, as well as his method in using and transmitting 
his sources as a populariser, paraphraser and encyclopedist. 4 The trilogy composed 
of Reshit h.     okhmah (Beginning of Wisdom), Sefer ha-ma‘alot (Book of Degrees) 
and De‘ot ha-filosofim (The Opinions of the Philosophers); then Sefer ha-nefesh 
(Book of the Soul), Sefer ha-mevaqqesh (Book of the Seeker, 1263) and Shlemut 
ha-ma‘asim (The Perfection of the Actions) are included in this group of works. 5 
Iggeret ha-ḥalom (Treatise of the Dream), a short text probably composed in a later 
period dedicated to conduct, perfection of body and soul, and truth (truth 
in speech and actions, and speculative truth) 6 may be added to this list.
When searching in Ibn Falaquera’s vast literary output for evidence of direct 
textual influence of the Guide through explicit references, and in particular 
through literal quotations, the picture that emerges could be disappointing. 
His introductory works aim to instruct people in science, to transmit useful 
references for the seeker of wisdom, in its different fields, on the basis of the 
Greek and Arabic philosophical sources and of their contemporary authoritative 
3. An attempt to estimate the chronology of Ibn Falaquera’s writings on the basis of 
cross-references, and the descriptions of each work, has been done by Jospe, 1988, 
pp. 31-76; see as well the list focusing on Ibn Falaquera’s sources and quotations 
established by Zonta, 2004, pp. 121-137.
4. For a general presentation of Ibn Falaquera’s works, see Harvey, 2014, and Jospe, 
1988.
5. Within this list, I could not carry out a systematic investigation on Ibn Falaquera’s 
encyclopedic treatise De‘ot ha-filosofim. The analysis of this large source could enrich the 
interpretation that I propose. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1902; id., 1894. De‘ot ha-filosofim 
is extant in two manuscripts: Leiden, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit, ms. Or. 4758/3 
(Warn. 20) (IMHM 17368), ff. 104r-343v and Parma, Biblioteca Palatina, ms. 3156 
(De Rossi 164) (IMHM 13897), ff. 1r-291r (parts of the introduction are edited 
and translated in Zonta, 2004, pp. 24-49. Other parts of the introduction are translated 
by Gatti, 2003, pp. 161-172. The edition and the translation of the part on plants 
[De‘ot I, 4] have been published in Nicolaus Damascenus, 1989, pp. 388-405); 
Ibn Falaquera, 1988; id., 1778 (part I has been translated in Herschel Levine, 
1976); Ibn Falaquera, 1998.
6. Malter, 1910–1911.
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interpreters. Actually, these works contain extremely few quotations from the 
Guide. This does not mean that the Guide is absent from this group of writings; 
Ibn Falaquera was undoubtedly a disciple of Maimonides, and the Master and his 
writings figure among the recognisable texts that he draws from, notably from 
a doctrinal point of view. This is the case, for example, of the classification of 
sciences found in Maimonides’ Millot ha-higayon (Treatise on the Art of Logic) 
or the ethics of Shmonah peraqim (Eight Chapters) that have partially inspired 
respectively Ibn Falaquera’s Reshit h.     okhma and Shlemut ha-ma‘asim; nevertheless, 
the primary quoted sources of these texts are those of Al-Fārābī, Averroes (his 
commentaries) and Aristotle. 7 If one intends to establish which sources of science, 
which books and which authors Ibn Falaquera relies on for these introductory 
compositions, through distinguishable references and quotations, one can argue 
that Ibn Falaquera does not employ Maimonides’ writings to attain his goal. The 
Guide of the Perplexed, in particular, does not figure among his primary direct 
sources, while works of Averroes, Ibn Bājja, Al-Fārābī and Aristotle are those 
which are widely quoted.
The list of citations from the Guide is short. Three quotations can be found 
in Sefer ha-ma‘alot, a philosophical anthology on ethics and psychology, describing 
the grades of men in perfection. The first two quotations are in the first chapter, 
where the qualities of the highest degree of men, that of the Patriarchs, are 
described. These quotations are taken from two consecutive chapters of the Guide, 
belonging to a group of chapters dealing with prophecy. 8 The third quotation is 
found in the last chapter, devoted to the third and lowest degree of men. Let us 
analyse the three quotations in detail:
Guide II, 37 (Sefer ha-ma‘alot, I)
At the beginning of Sefer ha-ma‘alot, in the chapter devoted to the first and highest 
degree, the quotation concerns the classes of men according to the emanation of 
the active intellect either on the imaginative faculty, or on the rational, or on both. 
Accordingly, the first class includes the governors of the cities and the augurs, 
7. Scholars have drawn the multifaceted contours of Ibn Falaquera’s philosophical figure 
and of his discussing method, particularly his use of the sources. The analysis of specific 
texts or arguments shows how he draws upon sources, either quoted literally (sometimes 
by mentioning the philosophers by name), or through paraphrases, or putting them 
together to convey a proper and coherent interpretation of a doctrine or a philosophical 
tradition. See in particular Harvey, 2000; Freudenthal, 2000; Zonta, 2000, 
pp. 422-425; Fontaine, 1995.
8. It is useful to recall that Guide II are devoted to prophecy.
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whose rational faculty is defective because of its “original natural disposition,” 
or because of the “insufficiency of training.” The second one comprehends the 
men of science and speculation, while the third one is the class of prophets whose 
rational and imaginative faculty is in a state of ultimate perfection:
Our Master Moshe—may the memory of the righteous be 
a blessing—said. When the intellectual overflow overflows only 
toward the rational faculty and does not overflow at all toward 
the imaginative faculty—either because of the scantiness of what 
overflows or because of some deficiency existing in the imaginative 
faculty in its natural disposition, so that it is impossible for it to 
receive the overflow of the intellect—, this is the class of men of 
science engaged in speculation. If, on the other hand, this overflow 
overflows toward both faculties—that are the rational and the 
imaginative in a state of ultimate perfection owing to their natural 
disposition, this is the class of prophets. If again the overflow only 
reaches the imaginative faculty, the defect of the rational faculty 
deriving either from its original natural disposition or from 
insufficiency of custom in those sciences, this is the class of those 
who govern cities, the legislators, the soothsayers, and the dreamers 
of veridical dreams, and those who are able to do extraordinary 
things by means of strange devices and secret arts, withal they are 
not men of science. 9
9. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 13, l. 21/ p. 14, l. 7:
 טועמל וא המדמה חכה לע רבד ונממ ץופי אלו דבלב רבדמה חכה לע ץופישכ ילכשה עפשהו ל''צז השמ וניבר רמא”
 ץופישכו ןויעה ילעב םימכחה תכ איה וז לכשה עפש לבקל לכוי אלו הריציה רקעמ המדמה חכב היה ןורסחל וא עפשה
 לע  עפשה היה  םאו  םיאיבנה  תכ  איה  וז  יריציה  םתומלש תילכת לע  המדמהו  רבדמה םהו  תוחכה יתש לע  עפשה הז
 ילעבו  תונידמה  יגיהנמ  תכ  םה  הלא  תומכחב  תוליגר  טועמל  וא  הריציה  ינפמ  וא  רבדמב  ןורסח  היהיו  דבלב  המדמה
 פ"עאו תומלענ תוכאלמו תוקומע תולובחתב תואלפנ תושעל םיעדויהו םייתמאה תומולחה ילעבו םימסוקהו םיסומינה
 “.םימכח םניאש
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, p. 374 (as in the following quotations, the sections 
omitted by Ibn Falaquera are put into brackets): “The case in which the intellectual 
overflow overflows only toward the rational faculty and does not overflow at all toward 
the imaginative faculty—either because of the scantiness of what overflows or because of 
some deficiency existing in the imaginative faculty in its natural disposition, a deficiency 
that makes impossible for it to receive the overflow of the intellect—is characteristic of 
the class of men of science engaged in speculation. If, on the other hand, this overflow 
reaches both faculties—I mean both the rational and the imaginative [—as we and others 
among the philosophers have explained, and if the imaginative faculty is] in a state of 
ultimate perfection owing to its natural disposition, this is characteristic of the class of 
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Guide II, 36 (Sefer ha-ma‘alot, I)
The second quotation concerns the holiest and most perfect man within the third, 
higher degree, and it describes the qualities of the prophet who represents 
“the ultimate term of perfection that can exist for his (i.e. man’s) species,” as 
Maimonides states in the Guide. 10 The prophet has reached “the perfection of the 
imaginative faculty through natural disposition, and the perfection of moral habit 
through the turning-away of thoughts from all bodily pleasures and the putting 
an end to the desire for the various kinds of ignorant and evil glorification.” His 
desires will all be “directed to acquiring the science of the secrets of what exists 
and knowledge of its causes.” 11 Ibn Falaquera, then, quotes:
Our Master Moshe—may the memory of the righteous be 
a blessing—said. It is likewise necessary that the thought of that 
man, that is to say the prophet, and his desire should be detached 
from the spurious kinds of rulership, as the wish to dominate or to 
be held noble by the common people. He should rather recognise 
all people according to their various states with respect to which 
they are indubitably either domestic animals or like beasts of prey. 
If the perfect man who lives in solitude thinks of them, he does 
so only with a view to saving himself from the harm that may be 
caused by those among them who are harmful if he happens to 
associate with them, or to obtaining an advantage from them, 
if he is forced to it by some of his needs. Now there is no doubt 
that whenever—in an individual of this conduct—his imaginative 
faculty, which is as perfect as possible, acts and receives from the 
intellect an overflow corresponding to his speculative perfection, 
he will only apprehend divine and very extraordinary matters, he 
will see only God and His angel, and will only achieve knowledge 
(תעד) of matters that are correct opinions and general directives for 
prophets. If again the overflow only reaches the imaginative faculty, the defect of the 
rational faculty deriving either from its original natural disposition or from insufficiency 
of training, this is characteristic of the class of those who govern cities, [while being] the 
legislators, the soothsayers, [the augurs], and the dreamers of veridical dreams. All those 
who do extraordinary things by means of strange devices and secret arts and withal are 
not men of science.”
10. Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, II, 36, p. 369.
11. Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, II, 36, p. 371.
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the well-being of men one with another. With regard to these three 
conditions set forth by us—namely, the perfection of the rational 
faculty through study, the perfection of the imaginative faculty 
through natural disposition, and the perfection of moral habit 
through the turning-away of thought from all bodily pleasures 
and the putting an end to the desire for the various kinds of ignorant 
and evil glorification—there is among those who are perfect a big 
difference in rank; and on the different in rank according to these 
conditions depends the difference in rank that subsists between the 
degree of all the prophets. 12
12. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 20, l. 22/ p. 21, l. 10:
 תולודגה לא ותקושתו ותבשחמ לטבתתש חרכהב בייחתי  איבנה ל"ר שיאה הזו  ל''צז  השמ וניבר רמאו”
 וא םהיפב קפס אלב םה רשא םהינינע יפכ םדא ינב וניבי אלא םדא ינב והודבכיש וא חוצנה תשקב ומכ תויתמא םניאש
 ןמדזי םא םהמ קיזמה קזנמ לצני ךאיה אלא םהב בושחישכ םלשה דחיתמה בשחי אל רשא תוקיזמה תויחכ וא תומהבכ
 וחכ לעפישכ וב קפס ןיא וגהנמ וז רשא םדאהו ויכרצמ ךרוצב םהל ךרטצי םא תלעות םהמ גישהל וא תופתוש םהמע ול
 םיאלפנ םייח םייהלא םירבד אלא גישי אל ינויעה ותומלש יפכ לכשהמ וילע ץופיו תומלשה תילכתב אוה רשא המדמה
 ]תונכנ .a. corr] תונוכנ תוצע םה םירבדב אלא העד [אל .a. corr] ול עיגת אלו ויכאלמו לאה אלא הארי אלו דאמ
 דומלב  רבדמה  חכה  תומלש  םהו  ונרכז  רשא  םינינע  השלש  וילאו  םתצק  םע  םתצק  םדא  ינב  ןוקתל  םיללוכ  םיגהנמו
 ינימ  לכב  הקושתה  תרסחו  תוינפוגה  תוגונעתה  לכב  הבשחמה  לוטבב  תודמה  תומלשו  הריציב  המדמה  חכה  תומלשו
 תלעמ ןורתי היהי םינינעה וליאמ ןינע לכב ןורתיה יפכו לודג ןורתי הז לע הז םימלשל ןורתי שי .םיערה םילכסה םידובכה
 “.םלוכ םיאיבנה
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, pp. 371-372: “It is likewise necessary that the thought 
of that individual should be detached from the spurious kinds of rulership and that his 
desire for them should be abolished—I mean the wish [to dominate or] to be held great 
by the common people and to obtain from them honour [and obedience for its own sake]. 
He should rather regard all people according to their various states with respect to which 
they are indubitably either domestic animals or like beasts of prey. If the perfect man 
who lives in solitude thinks to them at all, he does so only with a view to saving himself 
from the harm that may be caused by those among them who are harmful if he happens 
to associate with them, or to obtaining an advantage […] from them if he is forced to it 
by some of his needs.
Now there is no doubt that whenever—in an individual of this description—his ima-
ginative faculty, which is as perfect as possible, acts and receives from the intellect an 
overflow corresponding to his speculative perfection, this individual will only apprehend 
divine and most extraordinary matters, will see only God and His angel, and will only be 
aware and achieve knowledge (תעד) of matters that constitute true opinions and general 
directives for well-being of men in their relations with one another. It is known that with 
regard to these three aims set forth by us—namely, the perfection of the rational faculty 
through study, the perfection of the imaginative faculty through natural disposition, 
and the perfection of moral habit through the turning-away of thoughts from all bodily 
pleasures and the putting an end to the desire for the various kinds of ignorant and evil 
glorification—there are among those who are perfect very many differences in rank; 
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Guide III, 8 (Sefer ha-ma‘alot, III)
The third, longest, quotation is found in the last chapter of Sefer ha-ma‘alot, which 
is dedicated to the third and lowest degree of men, namely: “the multitude of the 
people who have no intellectual reflection, and they are the majority,” as stated 
by Ibn Falaquera at the beginning of this chapter. 13 It deals with the cause for 
imperfection and any corruption affecting bodies that are subject to generation 
and corruption. All deficiencies occur “because of matter—not because of 
form—,” 14 and the quotation ranks men according to their aspirations: the perfect 
men will seek what “is required by their noble form,” namely necessary things, 
speculation and representation of the intelligibles. The others, those who proceed 
in the darkness all their life, will take corporal and material desires as their end:
It has become clear that all passing away and corruption or 
deficiency are due solely to matter and not because of form. All 
man’s acts of disobedience and sins and all vices are consequent 
upon his matter and not upon his form, whereas all his virtues are 
consequent upon his form. Inasmuch as it is clear that this is so and it 
is impossible for matter to exist without form, and as consequently 
it was necessary that man’s very noble form, which, as we have 
explained, is the image of God and His likeness, should be bound to 
this dirty, turbid and dark matter which calls down upon him every 
imperfection and corruption, He granted this human form power 
on matter to subjugate it and bring it back to the middle state. 
In this respect, the ranks of men differ. Among them, there are 
individuals who aspire always to seek that which is most noble 
and perpetual life according to what is required by their noble form. 
They only reflect on the mental representation of an intelligible, on 
the grasp of a true belief regarding everything, and on union with 
the divine intellect, which lets overflow toward them that through 
which that form exists. Whenever they are led by the needs of 
the matter to that which is dirtying and an avowedly shame, they 
feel painful and ashamed to have failed and feel ashamed to have 
and on the differences in rank with regard to these aims there depend the differences 
in rank that subsist between the degrees of all the prophets.”
13. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 67, l. 5-6. 
14. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 68, l. 18-19 (cf. infra).
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touched on it; they make efforts to limit that shame with all his 
power and to be preserved from it in every way. […] So are the states 
of men, for there are individuals who consider all material faculties 
in them as shame and disgrace, and particularly the sense of touch, 
which is a shame for us, as states Aristotle that it is the cause of our 
desire for eating and drinking and sexual intercourse. And therefore 
it is appropriate to all intelligent person to reduce them as much 
as possible and to disregard them, and he should take as his end 
that which is the end of man qua man: namely, solely the mental 
representation of the intelligibles, the most certain and the noblest 
of which being the apprehension, as far as this is possible, of the 
deity, of the angels and of His other works. Those individuals are 
those who are permanently with God, and they are those of whom 
it is said: “I said: Ye are elohim and all of you are children of the 
Most Hight” (Ps. 82, 6). This is what is required of man. As far as 
the others are concerned—those who are separated from God by 
a veil, being the multitude of the ignorant—the opposite is true: 
They refrain from all thought and speculation about any intelligible 
thing and take as their end the sense of touch that is our greatest 
shame. Accordingly, they have no thought and no speculation 
except only in relation to eating and copulation, as has been stated: 
“But these also have erred through wine and stagger through strong 
drink; the priest and the prophet reel through strong drink, they 
are confused because of wine” [Is. 28, 7]. 15
15. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 68, l. 18/p.69, l.6:
 םדאל הרקיש הרקמ לכ וא ןורסח וא דספה לכ יכ ראבתה רבכו [הרמב .a. corr] הרומה ורפסב רמא ל‘‘ז השמ וניברו”
 ותרוצ רחא אל ורמוח רחא תוכשמנ םה הער הדמ לכו ויתונועו םדאה תוריבע לכו הרוצה דצמ אל רמוחה דצמ אוה
 רמוח ילב הרוצ אצמתש רשפא היה אלו ןכ רבדה יכ ראבתה רשא רחאו ותרוצ רחא תוכשמנ םה םלוכ תובוטה ויתודמו
 ירפעה רמוחה הזב ותומדו םיהלא םלצ היה יכ ונראב רבכ רשא דאמ תדבכנה תישונאה הרוצה וז הרושק תויהל בייחתיו
 והעינכי רשא דע רמוחה לע תלוכי תישונאה הרוצה וזל ‘תי לאה ןתנ דספה לכלו ןורסח לכל ותוא איבמה לפאהו רוכעה
 םייחהו דבכנה רבדה שקבל דימת םתולדתשהש םישנא שי יכ םדא ינב תולעמ וקלחנ ןכ לעו .יעצמאה רבדה לא והבישיו
 יהלאה לכשב קבדהלו רבד לכב תיתמא הנומא תגשהו לכשומ רויצב אלא בושחי אלו תדבכנה םתרוצ בויח יפכ םידימתה
 גאודו באוכ אוה היולגה םתפרחלו םפונטל רמוחה יכרצ והוכירציש המ לכו הרוצה וז האצמנ ונממ רשא וילע לצאנה
 םדאכ .דצ לכמ ונממ רמשהלו ודאמ לכב הפרחה וז  טיעמהל לדתשמ אוהו  וב עגונש ינפמ שייבתמו וב לשכנש ינפמ
 ךילויש רשפאו ןולקה הזב םלעתיש לדתשי םדאה הז יכ ותוזבהל ידכ םוקמל םוקממ לבזה ךילוהל והוצו ךלמה וילע ףצקש
 הארמו הזב חמש אוה דבעה לבא ןירוח ינב ושעי ןכ םדא ונארי אלו וילגרו וידי ךלכלי אלש ינפמ בורק םוקמל טעמ ונממ
 םדא ינב ינינע ןכו .ויפב קפוסו קחוש אוהו םוסרפב והכילויו לבזה הזב ופוג לכ ךלכליו לודג חרוט הזב והוחירטה אלש
 רמוא רשאכ ונילע הפרח םה רשא שושמה שגרה דבלבו תשובו הפרח םלצא רמוחה תוחכ לכ םישנא םדא ינבמ שי יכ
 םלעתהלו רשפאש המ יפכ הזמ טיעמהל ליכשמ לכל יואר ןכ לעו לגשמהו היתשהו הליכאה לא הואתנ וב רשא וטסירא
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The comparison of these citations with Ibn Tibbon’s translation allows some 
remarks on the use of his source by Ibn Falaquera in particular, in the framework 
 ‘תי לאה תגשה דבכנהו םהב רחבנהו דבלב תולכשומה רויצ אוהו םדא אוהש דצמ םדאה תילכת ותילכת םישיו ונממ
 םתא םיהלא יתרמא ינא םדעב רמאנ רשא םהו דימת לאה םע םה םישנאה ולאו תלוכיה יפכ ויתולועפ ראשו םיכאלמהו
 לכ ולטב וליאמ ךפה םה םילכסה תדע םהו ‘תי לאהמ םירתסנה םירחאה לבא .םדאהמ שקובמה והזו םכלוכ ןוילע ינבו
 הליכאב אלא ןויע אלו הבשחמ םהל ןיאו הלודגה וניתפרח אוה רשא שושמה שגרה םתילכת ומשו לכשומב ןויעו הבשחמ
“.’וכו ןייה ןמ ועלבנ רכשב וגש איבנו ןהכ ועת רכשבו וגש ןייב וילא םגו רמאש ומכ דבלב לגשמו
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, pp. 431-433 (The passage is not entirely reported for 
reasons of length, but the crucial parts of the argument are preserved): “It has become 
clear that all passing away and corruption or deficiency are due solely to matter. [Thus 
in the case of a man, for instance, it is clear that the deformity of his form, the fact 
that his limbs do not conform to their nature, […] that all this is consequent upon his 
corrupt matter and not upon his form. Similarly, every living being dies and becomes ill 
solely because of its matter] and not because of its form. All man’s acts of disobedience 
and sins are consequent upon his matter and not upon his form, whereas all his virtues 
are consequent upon his form. [For example, man’s apprehension of his Creator, his 
mental representation of every intelligible, his control of his desire and his anger […] 
are all of them consequent upon his form. On the other hand, his eating and drinking 
and copulation and his passionate desire for these things, […] are all of them consequent 
upon his matter]. Inasmuch as it is clear that this is so, and [as according to what has been 
laid down by divine wisdom] it is impossible for matter to exist without form [and for any 
of the forms in question to exist without matter,] and as consequently it was necessary 
that man’s very noble form, which, as we have explained, is the image of God and His 
likeness, should be bound to [earthy], turbid and dark matter which calls down upon 
man every imperfection and corruption, He granted this human form power, [dominion, 
rule and control] over matter, in order that it subjugate it, [quell its impulses,] and bring 
it back to the best and most harmonious state that is possible.In this respect the ranks 
of the Adamites differ. Among them, there are individuals who aspire always to prefer 
that which is most noble and to seek a state of perpetual permanence according to what 
is required by their noble form. They only reflect on the mental representation of an 
intelligible, on the grasp of a true opinion regarding everything, and on union with the 
divine intellect, which lets overflow toward them that through which that form exists. 
[…] A man […] should take as his end that which is the end of man qua man: namely, 
solely the mental representation of the intelligibles, the most certain and the noblest 
of which being the apprehension, in as far as this is possible, of the deity, of the angels 
and of His other works. Those individuals are those who are permanently with God. 
[…] This is what is required of man; [I mean to say that this is his end]. As far as the 
others are concerned—those who are separated from God by a veil, being the multitude 
of the ignorant—the opposite is true: They refrain from all thought and speculation (ןויע ; 
cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969: perception) about any intelligible thing and take as their 
end the sense that is our greatest shame, [I mean the sense of touch]. Accordingly, they 
have no thought and no reflection except only in relation to eating and copulation, as has 
been stated [clearly with regard to these wretched people wholly given over the eating, 
drinking, and copulating. It says]: “But these also have erred through wine, [and through 
strong drink are out of the way]” (Is. 28, 7).
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of his educational purpose, namely through his presentation of the text and his 
terminological choices. The analysis confirms some specific traits of Ibn Falaquera 
as a translator, 16 notably the consistency of his terminological choices 17 and the 
quality of his literal translations, even if he does not hesitate in adapting 
and simplifying his source, by adding elements to the text, and omitting some 
words or some parts considered redundant or useless. This last aspect is not just 
a stylistic feature, but it reveals the author purpose and has doctrinal consequences. 
Notably, it has to be understood by recalling that Ibn Falaquera’s translation is not 
made for its own sake, but it is primarily intended to lead to the comprehension 
and the interpretation of the Guide’s text.
The first quotation contains an interesting example of Ibn Falaquera’s 
interpretation and clarification of Maimonides’ text that brings him to set aside 
the literal translation. Among the people who are reached by the overflow (of 
the agent intellect), that determines different qualities in more or less perfect 
men, the class of the governors, the legislators and the augurs is characterised—
Ibn Falaquera quotes—by the fact that the overflow reaches only the imaginative 
faculty, and not the rational one. This is due to a lack of the rational faculty, 
either in its natural disposition or deriving from the “insufficiency of training.” 18 
This latter locution corresponds to the Arabic qilla al-irtiyād, which means 
“insufficiency of training/frequentation/seek.” 19 Ibn Tibbon translated it as 
תודמלתה  טועמ (“insufficiency of learning”). Ibn Falaquera, for his part, interprets 
the text and makes it explicit, thus slightly modifying his model by adding 
an element; he translates it as “insufficiency of custom in those sciences”(טועמ 
הלאה  תומכחב  תוליגר). By this minor modification, Ibn Falaquera intends to make 
clear and to underline that Maimonides here refers to the training in speculative 
sciences, with which man should be acquainted to attain perfection. He implicitly 
refers to the beginning of the chapter, where these sciences are mentioned 
16. Cf. Shiffman, 1999. Several aspects of Ibn Falaquera’s language, his translation style 
and his terminology have been analysed by Jospe, 1988, pp. 18-29.
17. The translation of the Arabic term ğibla (“nature, natural constitution of the 
body”), in the first two citations, can be an example. Ibn Falaquera always renders it 
as yetsirah (“creation”); this term renders also the Arabic fiṭra, designating all human 
inborn dispositions from the nature of a man’s creation. Ibn Tibbon is less consistent 
and translates it as bri’ah (“creation”), more general, or yetsirah. See Ibn Falaquera’s 
critique of Ibn Tibbon’s translation of fiṭra in Ibn Falaquera, 2001, p. 56. 
Cf. Klatzkin, I, p. 56.
18. Cf. supra.
19. Cf. the French translation in Moïse Maïmonide, 2004, II, 37, p. 291: « peu d’exercice. »
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among the ways through which man can attain the highest degree of perfection 
and excellence, as well as proximity to the Creator. “Man can attain this excellent 
degree only after his intellect has passed from potentiality to actuality, he has 
acquired the knowledge of sciences as far as men can know, and he has apprehended 
God—may He be exalted—and the separate intellects and the rest of the created 
beings as far as man can perceive.” 20
Ibn Falaquera’s source undoubtedly allows this interpretation: in fact, a close 
cross-reference can be pointed out at the beginning of Guide II, 36 concerning 
the essence of prophecy. 21 Here, Maimonides clearly mentions the perfection 
in the speculative sciences as a necessary factor for man’s ultimate perfection, 
namely prophecy. Moreover, two further requirements are mentioned in the same 
chapter, and Ibn Falaquera recalls them through his second quotation. These are: 
“The perfection of the imaginative faculty through natural disposition (yetsirah) 
and the perfection of moral habits through the turning-away of thought from all 
body pleasures.” 22 An additional remark concerns an omission in the quotation, 
that can be explained by Ibn Falaquera’s wish to make his source unambiguous. 
In the passage dealing with the degree of prophets, whose both imaginative 
and rational faculties receive the overflow of the agent intellect, Maimonides’ text 
reiterates the necessary condition that makes the receiving possible: a characteristic 
of the class of prophets is that “the imaginative faculty is in a state of ultimate 
perfection.” 23 For Ibn Falaquera, it is necessary for the reader to understand that 
this absolute perfection must concern both faculties—imaginative and rational, 
and not only the imaginative one—, while Maimonides’ text could be ambiguous 
and contradicting since it seems to underline just the ultimate perfection of the 
imaginative faculty. For this reason, he omits a part of the original statement, 
so that the quotation coherently affirms that: “this overflow reaches both 
20. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 13, l. 6-9.
21. Moses Maimonides, 1969, p. 369: “Know that the true reality and quiddity of 
prophecy consist in its being an overflow overflowing from God, may He be cherished 
and honored, through the intermediation of the Active Intellect, toward the rational 
faculty in the first place and thereafter toward the imaginative faculty. This is the highest 
degree of man and the ultimate term of perfection that can exist for his species […]. 
And it is not something that may be attained solely through perfection in the speculative 
sciences and through improvement of moral habits, even if all of them have become as 
fine and good as can be. There still is needed in addition the highest possible degree of 
perfection of the imaginative faculty in respect of its original natural disposition.”
22. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 21, l. 6-8.
23. Cf. supra.
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faculties—I mean both the rational and the imaginative—in a state of ultimate 
perfection.”
The second quotation completes the argument, and allows some more remarks 
on Ibn Falaquera’s terminology and interpretation. The perfect individual would 
perceive only necessary matters, namely the secrets of the existent and its causes, 
God and his angels. The object of his science (תעד  “knowledge”; Ibn Tibbon 
translates העידי; Arabic ‘ilm) “would only be correct opinions (תונוכנ תוצע; Arabic 
arā’ ṣah.     īh.    a, ‘correct views, opinions’) and general conducts for the well-being 
of men with one another.” Ibn Falaquera correctly interprets the passage 
and understands that Maimonides here distinguishes between the knowledge 
and the perception that derive from man’s speculative perfection, and the 
perfection of moral habits and rules of conduct. The second kind of perfection 
allows man to acquire the science of correct opinions or intellectual conceptions 
(תונוכנ  תוצע). 24 Ibn Falaquera’s translation renders more precisely the Arabic 
original (arā’ ṣaḥīḥa) than Ibn Tibbon’s one. In fact, the latter’s rendering “true 
opinions” (תויתמא תועד) is confusing: true and false relate to necessary intellectual 
knowledge, while correct and wrong, as well as good and evil (ערו בוט), relate to 
another faculty of the intellect, which deals with practical intellect, generally 
accepted things, ethics and social life. 25
In the third quotation, the Maimonidean text is widely abbreviated 
and adapted: Ibn Falaquera skips words and parts that he considers negligible or 
redundant in regard to the intention of the passage, pointing out that matter is 
the cause of deficiency and corruption, as well as transgression and vice, whereas 
the form is what causes the man to be disposed to his end qua man, and because 
of the form he is the “image of God and His likeness.” 26 Biblical citations 
supporting Maimonides’ argument from a scriptural point of view are largely 
24. On the term הצע for Falaquera, see Jospe, 1988, p. 24, n. 147. The author translates 
it as “contemplation,” on the basis of Moreh ha-Moreh III, 51 (cf. Ibn Falaquera, 2001, 
p. 323), where Ibn Falaquera describes the term הצע as the “employment of thought for 
intellectual things, which is ra’y in Arabic, which is intellectual conception (רויצ).” 
25. Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, I, 2, pp. 23-26. On the distinction between 
necessary and intelligible things and possible ones, both on textual and doctrinal bases, 
see Sirat & Di Donato (dir.), 2011, pp. 91-97; 204-210. See also Ibn Falaquera, 
2001, I, 2, pp. 124-125, where in his own commentary to Guide I, 2 Ibn Falaquera 
distinguishes between speculative intellect, through which man knows necessary things 
that do not change, and practical intellect, dealing with general accepted things, good 
and bad, correct and wrong.
26. Cf. supra. 
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cut too: Ibn Falaquera keeps only the first one. The intervention in the text is also 
observable through minor additions and elucidations, notably at the beginning 
of the quotation, where its main content is stated. This shows once again how 
Ibn Falaquera uses his source to interpret it for the sake of his readers’ education. 
Corruption and deficiency are due to matter and not to form—as it has been 
said—and Ibn Falaquera explains that notion by adding that this is the case also for 
“any accidents that occur to man.” 27 This minor addition underlines the doctrinal 
distinction between all necessary things, that pertain to form and perfection—i.e. 
the domain of reason and intelligible things—, and accidents and possible things 
that pertain to matter, 28 corporality and to the animal nature of man hindering 
the perception of separate intellects. 29
To the list of literal quotations from the Guide, one occurrence taken 
from Iggeret ha-h.     alom should be added. Together with the Eight Chapters, 
the short ethical essay that serves as an introduction to the treatise Avot of the 
Commentary to the Mishnah, the Guide is among the sources that clearly inspired 
Ibn Falaquera’s arguments in his ethical treatise Iggeret ha-h.    alom. Despite that, 
the book does not contain as many literal quotations from the Guide as one would 
expect. Nonetheless, at least one can be recorded. The quotation is taken from 
Guide I, 34, where Maimonides insists on the reasons why one should not begin 
his study with metaphysics, on the necessity of learning sciences in a proper order 
and on the importance of preliminary studies. The short quotation does not raise 
significant remarks in comparison to the original Arabic text and to Ibn Tibbon’s 
translation. The branches of science are listed, as well as the order that should 
be respected in studying them: “Ha-Rambam wrote. He who wishes to attain 
the limit of human perfection, must necessarily first occupy himself with the art 
of Logic, next with Mathematics in their proper order, then Physics, and then 
Metaphysics.” 30
27. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1894, p. 68.
28. Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, II, p. 239, Introduction, twenty-forth premise: 
“Whatsoever is something in potential is necessarily endowed with matter, for possibility 
is always in matter.”
29. Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, III, 9, pp. 436-437: “Matter is a strong veil 
preventing the apprehension of that which is separate from matter […]. Hence whenever 
our intellect aspires to apprehend the deity or one of the intellects, there subsists this 
great veil interposed between the two.”
30. Cf. the presentation and the reference to sources by Malter, 1910-1911, p. 491, l. 13-16:
 ןכ רחאו ןויגהה תכאלמב הלחת קסעתהל חרכהב ךרטצי ישונאה תומלשה תילכת גישהל הרוצהו ם"במרה בתכו“
”.ןאכ דע תויהלאב ןכ רחאו תויעבטב ןכ רחאו רדסה לע תוידומלב
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The Guide in late works
We shall now consider the two works whose content directly and explicitly 
concerns the Guide: the Moreh ha-Moreh and the Letter regarding the Guide 
(Mikhtav ‘al devar ha-Moreh). 31 We expect to find more and different kinds of 
evidence to enrich the description of Ibn Falaquera’s use of this source, using its 
translation as a first analytical criterion.
The first, preliminary and general, remark that can be formulated concerns 
Ibn Falaquera’s point of view on translation, and in particular on the translation of 
the Guide. In these two compositions, the author comments on the way the reader 
should approach Maimonides’ text in order to understand it properly, by referring 
explicitly to the quality of the two already made Hebrew translations. The first 
explicit comment occurs in the Letter regarding the Guide. 32 While replying to 
the accusers of Maimonides and recalling the Master’s clear designation of “those 
for whom reading his book is appropriate and those for whom it is not,” because 
of their education in the principles of sciences, 33 Ibn Falaquera underlines that 
“since most of the books of science are written in Arabic, the one who reads that 
book (i.e. the Guide) in Arabic is not confused as the one who reads it according 
to the translation, notably the second one.” 34 The Guide is a book of science and as 
the majority of the books of science it has been composed in Arabic: in order 
to correctly understand the author’s intention, one should read it either in the 
original Arabic text, or as an alternative only in Samuel Ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew 
translation. In fact, the first translation (Ibn Tibbon’s), although it contains some 
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, p. 75. 
31. Cf. respectively the editions of Ibn Falaquera, 2001 and Lemler, 2012. Cf. the 
first publication of the Letter in the editio princeps of Abba Mari ben Moses ha-Yarḥi, in 
Ibn Falaquera, 1838. See also the presentation by Jospe, 1988, pp. 62-67, 75-76.
32. Cf. Lemler, 2012, pp. 48-50.
33. Cf. Lemler, 2012, pp. 48-49. A passage where Maimonides refers to the addressees 
of his treatise is found in Moses Maimonides, 1969, I, 68, p. 166: “As this treatise has 
been composed only for the benefit of those who have philosophized and have acquired 
knowledge of what has become clear with reference to the soul and all its faculties 
(cf. infra, p. 18). Accordingly, in the following paragraph, Ibn Falaquera affirms that if the 
wise man expects to know the very intention of Our master in this book (i. e. the Guide) 
through a repetitive reading, without a great speculation, he would be disappointed in his 
expectation [...] because his (i.e. Maimonides’) intention can be understood only through 
the reading of other books which are the principles (‘iqqarim) of books of science.”
34. Cf. Lemler, 2012, p. 50.
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“mistakes in a few places, which the translator could have amended,” 35can still be 
accepted and read, while the second one (Al-Ḥarizi’s) should be ignored, because 
it is detestable and unreliable, full of mistakes and misinterpretations that cannot 
be corrected.
The importance of respecting the intention of the text and of the notions 
meant to be transmitted is a fundamental aspect of Ibn Falaquera’s relationship 
to sources and of his conception of translation. This topic occurs very clearly 
also in another passage dealing explicitly with the question of the translation 
of the Guide, this time in the Moreh ha-Moreh. At the end of the commentary, 
Ibn Falaquera devotes the last of the three annexed conclusive chapters—the 
Third Chapter 36—to correct and comment on “the words that haven’t been 
properly translated and do not convey the notion that was intended by them. 
This book has been composed with a great precision (קודקד) and defense from 
errors, so it is necessary for the translation to be erudite and clean from errors 
so that the intention of the author will not be lost, since a lot of words in this 
book convey an interior notion that can only be understood by the wise man 
who is familiar with the books of science where those words are explained. And if 
they are not translated properly, the notion indicated by those words would be 
lost.” 37 According to this perspective, following the Guide’s internal division—
and sometimes even including sections that he did not comment on in the main 
commentary—Ibn Falaquera explains some words and locutions, showing why 
Ibn Tibbon’s translation is wrong, defective or misinterpreting Maimonides’ 
intent; then, he discusses the reasons for his own different terminological choices. 38
35. Ibid.
36. Ibn Falaquera, 2001, pp. 341-365. Some of the discussions that Ibn Falaquera 
devotes to terminology and to the translation of terms in this chapter have been taken 
as basis by Y. Shiffman in his analysis of the relation between Ibn Falaquera’s translation 
and the ones of Ibn Tibbon and Al-Ḥarizi, cf. Shiffman, 1999, pp. 47-61. 
37. Ibn Falaquera, 2001, p. 341.
38. The “question of language,” that is to say the leitmotiv of the language of science 
and philosophy, of the reading of Arabic texts and of the utility of their Hebrew 
translations, occurs in many of Ibn Falaquera’s writings, where he expresses the purpose for 
his compositions. In the introduction to the Opinions of philosophers (De‘ot ha-filosofim), 
he writes: “I have translated these opinions from the Arabic language into the Hebrew 
language, and composed them from books that are widely distributed, so that one who 
wants to know them can find them all collected in one book, and will not need to weary 
himself by reading all [those] books […]. The second reason is that most of what has been 
translated of these books into our language has been corrupted, and they are not clear 
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A further remark concerns two elements of these two works that  are particularly 
relevant and have to be taken into consideration, compared to the previous group 
of texts: their literary genre and the chronology of their composition.
One of the most valuable characteristic of the commentary on the Guide is to 
be a third, partial translation of Maimonides’ treatise, because of the quotations 
contained in it. Of course, the practice of citing the lemmata of the commented 
text is not specific of Ibn Falaquera, but belongs to the genre of the extensive 
commentary, best represented in the Arabic philosophical tradition by Al-Fārābī 
and Averroes. However, this methodological and literary feature can be regarded 
as a coherent consequence of Ibn Falaquera’s purpose in writing his work and of 
his conception of translation. He intends to comment on some sections of 
Maimonides’ Guide, notably to discuss the philosophical matters contained in the 
book. 39 Accordingly, the primary aim of ensuring that Maimonides’ intent and the 
meaning of the text are correctly understood by the reader is strictly related to the 
accessibility of the text: it explains the importance Ibn Falaquera confers on the 
accuracy of translation, as well as his critique towards the flaws of the two existing 
Hebrew versions. Therefore, quoting the Guide in a new and original Hebrew 
version is not a mere literal exercise, but is a necessity and acquires a particular 
doctrinal relevance.
as they should be, so that one who studies these translated books cannot [understand] 
them in their true meaning” (cf. Jospe, 1988, p. 50). The second part of The beginning of 
wisdom (Reshit h.    okhma) contains a description of sciences, focusing on the specific object 
matter and intention of each one of them and on the sections that they are composed 
of. In the first chapter, dealing with the utility of this part, Ibn Falaquera justifies his 
choice of writing it in Hebrew: he describes his book as “an introduction to sciences for 
those who have the leisure to occupy themselves with these sciences by [reading] books 
which have been translated into Hebrew (leshon ha-qodesh) […]. His intention has been 
to compose [books] on these sciences in Hebrew because it is good that one studies them 
in our language instead of studying them in another language” (cf. Ibn Falaquera, 
1902, p. 21). A similar argument, according to which writing the treatise in Hebrew 
responded to the need to make its benefit greater and more universal, is also affirmed 
in the Book of degrees (Sefer ha-ma‘alot) and in the introduction to the Guide to the Guide 
(Moreh ha-Moreh): “The intention has been to compose (I intended to compose, in the 
Moreh ha-Moreh) it in the Holy language so that its benefit would be more general” 
(cf. Ibn Falaquera, 1984, p. 11; id., 2001, p. 117). The philosophical dictionary 
introducing the De‘ot ha-filosofim can be added as a further example of Ibn Falaquera’s 
carefulness in regard to terminology and of the methodological importance he accorded 
to explaining his lexical choices; cf. Zonta, 2004, pp. 24-49.
39. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 2001, p. 112.
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In explaining Maimonides’ teachings, Ibn Falaquera’s commentary contains 
references and literal citations of other philosophers’ writings and opinions, 
with the collateral result of offering a wide collection for the study, explanation 
and interpretation of Maimonides’ sources, as well as of his doctrinal background. 
This literal feature is in fact a methodological one: Maimonides’ Guide must be 
read by means of other sources that contain the foundations of sciences. This 
necessity is affirmed in his Letter regarding the Guide, where Ibn Falaquera criticises 
those pretending to read and correctly understand the book on their own, just 
through a repetitive reading, without a deep speculation and the study of sciences. 
Maimonides’ intention, according to Ibn Falaquera, can be understood only 
“through the reading of other books which are the principles (‘iqqarim) of the 
books of science.”
On the other hand, quoting other sources shows the close connection between 
the commentary and the general purpose, outcome and method characterising 
Ibn Falaquera’s compositions, despite the differences of specific subject matters 
and goals. I refer in particular to the educational aim of his production, to his 
attitude as an historian of philosophy conveying and interpreting opinions of 
different authors on specific topics, and finally to his encyclopedic perspective.
Concerning the purpose of the Moreh ha-Moreh, an additional aspect shall be 
noted, that can be considered as a further evidence of the coherence, in motives 
and aims, of Ibn Falaquera’s production. Apologetics characterises some of 
Ibn Falaquera’s writings, and notably the defence of the study and the teaching of 
philosophy in his coreligionists’ hostile eyes. The Iggeret ha-wikkuah.     (The Epistle 
of the Debate) is certainly the clearest example. The author’s purpose is formulated 
at the beginning of the text, consisting in: “Explaining that the study of the true 
sciences, by whoever is worthy of them and whom God in his mercy has favoured 
with an intellect to discover their depths, is not prohibited from the point of view 
of our Law, and that the truth hidden in them does not contradict a word of our 
belief.” 40
The defence of philosophy, as an implicit or explicit affirmation of its legitimacy 
and of the necessity of studying science—in order to complete the education of the 
seeker of wisdom and to attain the truth as it is—, is a motive recurring in many of 
40. Harvey, 1987, pp. 14-15. The book belongs to the first part of Ibn Falaquera’s 
production and has been inspired by the 1230s Maimonidean controversy. It has been 
composed after the second stage of the controversy facing anti-rationalists against 
philosophy in general and against Maimonides’ books in particular, which took place 
in the first half of the 13th century. See Harvey, 1992.
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Ibn Falaquera’s compositions. This peculiar element can be remarked even in the 
treatises qualified as introductory works—as well as in the encyclopedic ones—
whose primary goal is to teach and to provide the reader with philosophical 
sources that could make science and Aristotelian doctrines accessible. 41 This can 
be in some way assumed also in the case of the Moreh ha-Moreh, especially when 
taking into account the chronological and cultural circumstances of its redaction.
The Moreh ha-Moreh belongs to the last works of Ibn Falaquera’s 
production—at the end, a colophon by the author states that the book has 
been completed in the year 5040/1280. 42 A decade and very few other writings 
divide the commentary and the Letter regarding the Guide, Ibn Falaquera’s last 
work. Although Maimonides lies in the background of Ibn Falaquera’s entire 
production, the Guide of the Perplexed emerges as the explicit object of these two 
works—a commentary and an apologetic epistle, composed at the end of our 
author’s activity. Exactly this period is influenced by the contemporary polemics 
around philosophy and science.
The Letter regarding the Guide, in particular, shows a manifest implication 
of Ibn Falaquera in the Maimonidean controversy, in its third phase. 43 The epistle, 
which is Ibn Falaquera’s last work and must have been written in 1290 or 
in the immediately following years, was composed as a defence of Maimonides, 
in reaction to the accusations of Shlomo Petit urging the burning of Maimonides’ 
writings, and in particular the Guide. 44 Given its literary genre, the Letter regarding 
the Guide is not particularly relevant as a philological evidence for an overview on 
Ibn Falaquera as a translator of the Guide, despite the fact that Maimonides’ book 
is the subject matter of the epistle. However, it offers interesting elements for our 
interpretation. It contains three short quotations inserted by Ibn Falaquera to 
support his reasoning, particularly through two key arguments.
One of Ibn Falaquera’s defensive arguments consists in affirming that the 
critiques and the condemnations of the Guide have no ground: Maimonides’ 
purpose is to prevent heresy and perplexity among Jews, and to contradict 
the doctrines of philosophers that could cause them. A highly representative 
41. Cf. Ivry, 2000, p. 393 (in addition to The Epistle of the Debate, the Beginning of 
Wisdom, the Book of Degrees and the Book of the Seeker are qualified as writings showing 
an apologetic character). Cf. Jospe, 1988, pp. 80-92; Harvey, 1998.
42. Cf. Ibn Falaquera, 2001, p. 365.
43. Cf. Ben-Sasson, Jospe, & Schwartz, 2008. See also Ribera-Florit, 2009; 
Jospe, 1993.
44. Cf. Lemler, 2012, p. 28.
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example concerns one of the most problematic philosophical subjects from 
a religious point of view: the question of the creation or eternity of the world. 
It is noteworthy that the two quotations mentioned by Ibn Falaquera as textual 
evidences to reinforce his argument are taken from two of the chapters dealing 
with this difficult doctrine (Guide II, 13-31). The author wants his reader to be 
aware of the context, even if the citations serve a general purpose: both quotations 
are introduced by the precise cross-reference to Maimonides’ text. Through 
these citations, Ibn Falaquera shows that the Master’s account clearly does not 
demolish or contradict the Law, on the contrary it serves as “a great wall” around 
it, to defend it against those who threaten it. This metaphor is contained in the 
second quotation (Guide II, 17):
You ought to keep this notion. For it is a great wall that I have 
built around the Law, that surrounds it warding off the stones of all 
those who throw them against it. 45
The harmony between Maimonides’ words and the scriptural assertion is 
testified through the first quotation (Guide II, 23), dealing with the perplexity 
that that can be derived by the arguments on the eternity of the world:
He said: I have drawn your attention to this in order that 
you should not be enticed. For someone may lead you into error 
through setting forth a doubt concerning the creation of the world 
in time, and you may be very prompt to let yourself be tempted. 
For the opinion of the eternity contains the destruction of the 
Law and a false assertion with regard to deity—blessed He be. Be 
therefore always suspicious in your mind and accept the authority 
of the prophets who are the foundation of the well-being of the 
human species. 46
45. Cf. Lemler, 2012, p. 42:
“.כ"ע הילא ליכשמ לכ ןבא ענמי הב ףיקמ הרותה ביבס היתינב המוצע המוח אוה יכ ןינעה הזב רומשתש ךירצ”
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, p. 298: “You ought to memorize this notion. For 
it is a great wall that I have built around the Law, a wall that surrounds it warding off 
the stones of all those who project these missiles against it” (Cf. Moïse Maïmonide, 
2004, II, p. 137: « pour la protéger contre les pierres qu’on lui lance »).
46. Cf. Lemler, 2012, p. 41: 
 ,םלועה שודחב והקיפסי קפסב םדא ינבמ דחא ןעטיש רשפיא יכ ,התפתת אלש ינפמ הז לע ךיתוריעה םנמאו :רמא”
 ךלכש דשוח  דימת  היהו  .'תי  הולאה  קחב  בזכ  רובדו  הרותה  תריתס  ,הללכב  תומדקה  תנומאב  יכ  .תותפתהל  רהמתו
“.כ''ע ישונאה ןימה ןוקית דוסי םהש םיאיבנהמ לבקמו
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It is interesting to remark that this passage is cited also in the Moreh 
ha-Moreh, 47 but Ibn Falaquera’s rendering does not entirely coincide. Some 
differences probably depend on textual transmission, being variants of terms 
having similar orthography. 48 Other differences are due to terminological variants 
and Ibn Falaquera’s modifications to the text. For instance, the translation of 
the term opinion (ra’y, “point of view, opinion”) that occurs in the penultimate 
sentence is not rigorous. Ibn Falaquera’s quotation contains תומדקה  תנומא 
(“the belief of the eternity”). 49 The choice of הנומא in the epistle is singular. 
A consistent translation of the Arabic would have altered the meaning of the 
text. 50 Ibn Falaquera seems to interpret Maimonides’ purpose suggesting that, 
since the eternity of the world cannot be demonstrated, 51 it can be considered as 
a “belief ”—and not a speculative opinion, an intellectual conception. This kind 
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, p. 321: “I have drawn your attention to this in order 
that you should not be deceived. For someone may someday lead you into vain imagi-
nings (cf. Maïmonide, 2004, II, p. 182: « t’induise en erreur », ךעטי) through setting 
forth a doubt concerning the creation of the world in time, and you may be very quick 
to let yourself be deceived. For this opinion contains the destruction of the foundation 
of the Law and a presumptuous assertion (cf. Moïse Maïmonide, 2004, II, p. 182: « et 
proclame une hérésie », הרס) with regard to deity. Be therefore always suspicious in your 
mind as to this point and accept the authority of the two prophets who are the pillars of 
the well-being of the human species.”
47. Ibn Falaquera, 2001, p. 283, l. 12-15.
48. For example: ןעטי, in the edition of the Letter, should be probably be read ךעטי* (“lead 
you to error, deceive you”) which correspond to the Moreh ha-Moreh ךעטי < ךעתי* and to 
the Arabic yuwahhimuka (“make you wrongly think, lead you to error”). A similar case 
certainly concerns בזכ (“falsehood”) in the edition of the Letter, whose orthography 
is closed to הרס (“odious, bad thing”) which occurs in the Moreh ha-Moreh and in the 
translations of Ibn Tibbon and Al-Ḥarizi. About this latter term, see the commentary on 
the Arabic term ’iftiyāt (“transgression, offense”, from the 8th form of the verb meaning 
“to transgress, to act contrary to a law”), and on the expression הרס רבד in  Munk, 1857, 
p. 269, n. 3. In the next line, the Arabic term ‘umda (“base, support, pillar”) has been 
translated in the Moreh ha-More—and by Ibn Tibbon—as דומע (“pillar”), keeping the 
same root of the Arabic. Nonetheless, in the Letter Ibn Falaquera has chosen the more 
interpretative term דוסי (“foundation”). However, the two terms are orthographically 
similar and this second reading could be a graphic corruption.
49. The term is translated as תעד in the Moreh ha-Moreh—and in Ibn Tibbon’s 
translation—and also in other chapters, like Moses Maimonides, 1969, III, 17, and 
in one of the quotations from Ibn Falaquera, 1894, (cf. supra, n. 10).
50. Cf. supra, n. 21, on the translation of the Arabic ra’y.
51. Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, II, 23, p. 322. 
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of belief is like the one coming from the Torah, according to which the world 
has been produced in time. The addition specifying which opinion is concerned, 
i. e. “the belief of the eternity,” that is “the destruction of the Law,” aims to avoid 
any possible confusion in the interpretation of the passage. Since it is extrapolated 
from its context, one could infer that it refers to the opinion arguing the creation 
of the world, which is the only one mentioned in the passage.
The last argument of Ibn Falaquera’s defence states—to sum it up—that it 
is not surprising that the Guide has been misinterpreted, since it has been read 
by people lacking the necessary knowledge to study it. As already noticed, this 
part of the text deals with the necessity of a deep speculation in order to read the 
Guide, and with the related questions of the access to sources and of language. The 
Guide’s very intention is misunderstood by the opponents to philosophy because 
of their ignorance of the truth contained in the Arabic scientific books, on which 
one must rely in order to correctly interpret Maimonides’ text. In addition, the 
opponents get confused since they depend on sometimes wrong and misleading 
Hebrew translations, since they do not know Arabic. It would be better, for them 
and for people for whom the Guide is not appropriate, not to read that book at 
all. To support this point, Ibn Falaquera cites a short representative text alluding 
to the recipient of Maimonides’ work:
I have composed this treatise only for those who have 
philosophized and have acquired knowledge of what has become 
clear with reference to the soul and its faculties. 52
This ad hoc quotation has been accurately chosen: it is drawn from a chapter 
where Maimonides explains the assertion according to which God is the intellect, 
the intelligent subject and the intelligible object; he remarks that this difficult 
notion will be obscure and incomprehensible for “anyone who has not studied 
the books that have been composed concerning the intellect.” 53 In fact, according 
to Ibn Falaquera, his treatise “has been composed only for those who have 
philosophized.” Hence, in the Letter the specific comments on the language and on 
the Hebrew translations of the Guide are closely related to the general—and to 
52. Cf. Lemler, 2012, p. 48:
 “.היתוחוכו שפנה רבדמ ראבתהש המ עדיו ףסלפתהש ימל אלא ויתרבח אל רמאמה הז”
Cf. Moses Maimonides, 1969, I, 68, p. 166: “As this treatise has been composed only 
for (the benefit of ) those who have philosophized and have acquired knowledge of what 
has become clear with reference to the soul and all its faculties.”
53. Moses Maimonides, 1969, p. 166.
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a certain extent apologetic—question of the necessity of education in sciences 
and philosophy, through their Arabic sources. This argument, in turn, echoes the 
topic of the defence of philosophy and of its legitimacy.
Although the Moreh ha-Moreh is not a strictly apologetic work, these themes 
and motives characterize it and represent a link between the commentary and the 
Letter. The commentary appears as a suitable instrument to study Maimonides’ text 
in the convenient and appropriate way; the principles upon which Ibn Falaquera’s 
method and aim lie seem to be reaffirmed in the Letter. Ibn Falaquera comments 
upon the philosophical parts of the Guide by offering an accurate reading through 
a reliable Hebrew translation and by conveying the selected Arabic sources, whose 
knowledge is necessary to correctly interpret and understand it. This strategy not 
only responds coherently to Ibn Falaquera’s intention of teaching and transmitting 
philosophy, but actually applies the indispensable textual and speculative tools 
serving as a defence of Maimonides’ fundamental philosophical treatise against 
its opponents.
Conclusion
A wide perspective into Falaquera’s production shows that, when instructing 
his coreligionists in philosophy and sciences to make them acquainted with 
Greco-Arabic wisdom and doctrines—by means of quotes, paraphrases or 
abridgments of philosophical sources—, he does not include significantly 
Maimonides’ Guide of the Perplexed. This is surprising. However, the analysis of 
the occurrences of the quotations from the Guide allows some comments that 
highlight the coherence of the purpose and method of Ibn Falaquera’s writings.
One can remark that the educational and encyclopedic aim characterizing 
Ibn Falaquera’s work does not concern the Guide in the very same way as 
other writings. In his view, the Guide did not serve as a source of introductory 
philosophical knowledge nor needed it to be made available to Jews who did not 
know Arabic, since it was already accessible through two Hebrew translations. 
Nevertheless, the great philosophical work of the Master did need to be correctly 
read, interpreted and studied, in particular to prevent the misunderstandings 
and the critiques by the opponents to philosophy. As it has been observed for the 
other texts partially translated by Ibn Falaquera, the Hebrew translation is not the 
purpose in itself; this is even clearer for the Guide. The quotations from the Guide 
occurring in early educational writings, because of their content, Ibn Falaquera’s 
occasional textual interventions, as well as his terminological choices, all reveal 
the author’s primary intention to lead the reader to the correct comprehension 
of the text. Additionally, the Guide is not a preparatory writing, a book that the 
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“seeker of wisdom” can start his education with. On the contrary, it has been 
“composed only for those who have philosophized,” who have already studied the 
books of science on logic, physics and metaphysics. These same sources must be 
used to read it and to understand its intent.
The methodological and theoretical features supporting this point of view are 
discussed in the Letter regarding the Guide, in order to contradict the arguments of 
Maimonides’ detractors and to defend his great philosophical work against them. 
Their practical application can be observed in the commentary to the Guide. As 
for the Moreh ha-Moreh, in particular, it has been remarked that the defence of 
Maimonides and of philosophy can undoubtedly be included among the proper 
intentions of the text, despite its literary genre. The apologetic perspective, then, 
confers a specific meaning on Ibn Falaquera’s new translation, his discussion of 
language, his textual and terminological choices, and his use of other philosophical 
sources to explain Maimonides arguments and doctrines.
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Abstract: Shem Tov Ibn Falaquera must be considered among the translators 
of Maimonides’ Guide of the Perplexed because of the Hebrew translation of many 
passages of the Guide that is included in his works. These quotations are not 
only textual indirect witnesses of Maimonides’ text. The present article suggests 
a perspective that takes them into account as evidence for Ibn Falaquera’s use of 
sources, showing distinct ways, aims and methodological assumptions through 
which Ibn Falaquera chooses to render, to interpret and to teach Maimonides’ 
work. Ibn Falaquera’s early educational writings, where the author intends to 
instruct his coreligionists in philosophy and sciences and to make them acquainted 
with Greco-Arabic wisdom and its doctrines, contain few quotations taken from 
the Guide. Their limited number reveals Ibn Falaquera’s attitude towards this 
source. They are analysed and interpreted, as well as the quotations occurring 
in the late works, namely the commentary Moreh ha-Moreh and the apologetic 
Letter regarding the Guide, showing a different approach and aim.
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Keywords: Shem Tov Ibn Falaquera, translator, quotations, Sefer ha-ma‘alot, 
Iggeret ha-ḥalom, Moreh ha-Moreh, Letter regarding the Guide.
Résumé : Shem Tov Ibn Falaquera peut être compté parmi les traducteurs 
du Guide des égarés de Maïmonide en raison des nombreux passages du Guide 
traduits en hébreu qu’il inclut dans ses œuvres. Ces citations ne sont pas uniquement 
des témoignages indirects du texte de Maïmonide. Le présent article tâche de les 
prendre en compte en tant qu’éléments montrant les objectifs et les présupposés 
méthodologiques d’Ibn Falaquera dans sa traduction, son interprétation et son 
enseignement de l’œuvre de Maïmonide. Les citations du Guide contenues dans les 
premiers écrits pédagogiques d’Ibn Falaquera, où ce dernier se propose d’enseigner à 
ses coreligionnaires la philosophie et les sciences et de leur faire connaître la sagesse 
gréco-arabe et ses doctrines, sont très peu nombreuses. Leur nombre limité révèle 
l’attitude d’Ibn Falaquera à l’égard de cette source. Elles sont analysées et interprétées, 
de même que les citations se trouvant dans des ouvrages plus tardifs, notamment le 
commentaire Moreh ha-Moreh et la Lettre concernant le Guide, qui répondent à 
une approche et un but différents.
Mots-clefs : Shem Tov Ibn Falaquera, traducteur, citations, Sefer ha-ma‘alot, 
Iggeret ha-ḥalom, Moreh ha-Moreh, Lettre concernant le Guide.
 תא םיקידצמ הריקלפ ןבא לש ויבתכב םייוצמה "םיכובנ הרומ"מ םימגרותמה םיעטקה יוביר :ריצקת
 רמאמה .ם"במרה לש טסקטל תופיקע תויודע תניחב קר ןניא ולא תואבומ .הריציה ימגרתממ דחאכ ותרדגה
 וכירדהש תויגולודותמה תוחנהה תאו הריקלפ ןבא לש ויתורטמ תא םיארמה םיטנמלאכ ןתוא ןחוב יחכונה
 ברקל הסנמ אוה םהב ,םינושארה םייגוגדפה ויבתכב .הריציה לש היצטרפרטניאהו םוגרתה תכאלמב ותוא
 םרפסמ  .םיטעומ  ולא  םיעטק  ,תיברע-תינוויה  המכוחה  םע  םשיגפהלו  םיעדמלו  היפוסוליפל  ותד  ינב  תא
 שממ םישרופמו םיחתונמ םיעטקה .הרומה תא האור הריקלפ ןבא וב ןפואה ןמ אצוי לעופ אוה הז לבגומה
 "הרומה  רבד  לע  בתכמ"בו  "הרומה  הרומ"  ושוריפב  דחוימבו  רתוי  םירחואמ  םיבתכב  םייוצמה  ולא  ומכ
.תונוש םהיתושיגש
 לע בתכמ ,הרומה הרומ ,םולחה תרגיא ,תולעמה רפס ,םגרתמ ,הריקלפ ןבא בוט םש :חתפמ תולמ
.הרומה רבד
